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Abstract

Advocates have recently proffered the Global Zero Commission (GZC) proposal as an alternative US nuclear strategy. The potential impact of the GZC proposal warrants a thorough examination of its background, theoretical roots, assumptions and impacts to include a comparison to US strategy. This paper’s analysis finds the overall GZC framework to be insufficient and potentially harmful to US national security.

The GZ recommends an aggressive advance toward nuclear weapons elimination and proposes short-term reductions well beyond current US plans. The proposal presumes significant international cooperation. The most appealing GZC recommendation is for a de facto minimum deterrence model en route to GZ. To its detriment, however, the GZC proposal relies on the implausibility of future nuclear conflict with Russia or China and that a reduced US arsenal will remain a capable, credible deterrent. Ironically, the GZC touts superior conventional forces and Ballistic Missile Defense (BMD) systems as a replacement for a US nuclear deterrent even as these capabilities appear to fuel further nuclear arms races. A final GZC proposal shortcoming is the lack of any definitive recommendations specifically addressing continued nuclear proliferation by rogue states.

Finally, this paper provides three recommendations: 1) US arsenal size considerations must be driven by a resolute prioritization of national security maintenance and not devolve into a utopian pursuit of numerical reductions 2) BMD deployment must be tempered to prevent global strategic disruptions 3) a coherent strategy to counter nuclear proliferation by rogue nations must be developed, socialized, and pursued.
Introduction

A post-Cold War era United States faces new challenges that some argue warrant a reconsideration of the US nuclear strategy. As the US ponders future nuclear posture and strategy, there have been renewed calls from high-level statesmen for a path toward “Global Zero,” encapsulated specifically in the Global Zero Commission (GZC) proposal as an alternative nuclear strategy. The GZC’s stature and potential impact on US policy warrants a thorough examination of the GZC proposal’s background and theoretical roots, including a comparison to US strategy as well as an analysis of the proposal’s assumptions and impacts. This paper’s analysis finds the overall GZC framework to be insufficient and potentially harmful as a basis for US nuclear strategy and instead proffers several recommendations for US nuclear security strategy. These recommendations include: 1) US arsenal size considerations must be driven by a resolute prioritization of national security maintenance vice a utopian pursuit of numerical reductions 2) BMD deployment must be tempered to prevent strategic disruptions 3) a coherent strategy to counter nuclear proliferation must be developed, socialized, and pursued.

For many Americans, the nuclear threat appears a fading danger and nuclear deterrence as a settled, timeworn subject. In this spirit, some have challenged the centrality of nuclear deterrence to US security strategy. In 2007, former Secretaries of State Henry Kissinger and George Schulz, former Secretary of Defense William Perry and former Senator Sam Nunn co-wrote “A World Without Nuclear Weapons,” advancing GZ as an alternative strategy to nuclear deterrence. Indeed, these former cold warriors deemed US-Soviet nuclear deterrence as “obsolete” and decried America’s reliance on a nuclear arsenal they characterized as “increasingly hazardous and decreasingly effective.”1 Furthermore, in 2009, President Obama also proclaimed a world without nuclear weapons as a goal and professed, “Global Zero will
always have a partner in me…”2 Certainly, calls for nuclear disarmament are not novel; however, this level of endorsement has near-term implications on US policy and warrants rigorous analysis.

The GZ initiative now claims 450,000 advocates and over 300 world leaders to include former President Jimmy Carter, US Ambassadors and foreign heads of state.3 Schultz et al. further developed and presented their case to the American public in 2010 and 2011.4 Most recently, the GZC, led by former Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff General James Cartwright and including the former Senator Chuck Hagel (currently nominated for Secretary of Defense), published a specific report on modernizing U.S nuclear strategy and force posture.5 This proposal calls for a substantially reduced nuclear arsenal on a path toward nuclear elimination and advocates BMD and conventional superiority to supplement and eventually replace the reduced/eliminated nuclear arsenal. Moreover, the proposal recommends the United States implement these steps unilaterally if necessary. The GZC asserts these steps, combined with the promotion of a cooperative international security framework of shared intelligence and integrated ballistic missile defense, will ultimately lead to the elimination of nuclear weapons.

Background

Constructivist Roots

Examination of the theoretical underpinnings of the study of international relations provides some insight into GZC recommendations. Stephen M. Walt correctly claims “an inescapable link between the abstract world of theory and the real world of policy” and that disagreements over policy are usually rooted in fundamental disagreements over the forces that shape international outcomes.6 Upon review, the GZC proposal rejects the mainstay assumptions of both Realist and Liberal worldviews.7 The GZC policy, however, does reflect constructivist
theoretical tenets. Constructivism emphasizes the impact and influence of culture, ideas and collective norms in shaping state behavior and stresses the possibility for progressive change. A relevant example is the constructivist explanation for the Cold War’s end. Constructivists attribute Gorbachev’s Soviet foreign policy reforms to his embrace of new ideas such as “common security.” GZ is a logical extension of that theory and, in fact, Mr. Gorbachev has endorsed the movement.

Current US Strategy

Parallels. The GZC’s recommended direction shares a vector with current US policy and strategy. Since the Cold War, the United States has cut deployed strategic weapons by 75 percent and substantially reduced the nuclear stockpile of deployed and non-deployed weapons. The GZC echoes the National Security Strategy’s (NSS) pledge to pursue a nuclear weapon-free world and the NSS’s assertion that active pursuit and eventual realization of this goal will increase global security and multi-lateral cooperation. The 2011 New START Treaty when fully implemented “will result in the lowest number [1550] of deployed nuclear warheads since the 1950s.” Additionally, the 2010 US Nuclear Posture Review (NPR) focuses on reduction of nuclear weapons’ role in US strategy as one objective. Furthermore, President Obama has directed a review of future reductions beyond New START. In fact, a draft 2012 Department of State (DoS) report, based on findings from a Harvard study, urges cutting the arsenal to 1,000 deployed strategic weapons or less. Also in line with GZC proposals, the US policy is to lead expanded international efforts for ballistic missile defense. The GZC can legitimately argue their proposal is a furtherance of, as well as an action plan for, the current, stated US policy.
Differences. The GZC proposal, however, does reach well beyond current US nuclear posture and recommends an aggressive advance toward nuclear weapons elimination that transcends the words of encouragement routinely offered toward this lofty goal. By 2022, the GZC proposes an arsenal of 900 strategic nuclear weapons. These proposed reductions include total elimination of Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles (ICBMs) and tactical nuclear weapons, leaving a dyad of Ohio-class ballistic missile submarines (SSBNs) with Trident ballistic missiles (SLBMs) and B-2 bombers as the remaining nuclear deterrent.

Proposal Analysis

Faulty Assumptions

Nuclear Weapon Elimination. Certainly, nominal endorsement to this goal is consistent with Nuclear Proliferation Treaty (NPT) obligations. The GZ proposal to elevate nuclear weapon elimination, as a primary US policy focus, may be a symbolic and utopian gesture, but it is also counterproductive in three ways. First, it cedes moral high ground by implicitly acknowledging a nuclear-armed United States threatens the very international order it has nurtured and protected for decades. Second, granting primacy to this goal erodes the credibility of the US nuclear deterrent. A nation focused on eliminating all nuclear weapons invites speculation on their resolve to use these weapons and thus erodes deterrence in an adversary’s mind.

Finally, elimination of nuclear weapons as a security framework’s defining core reduces the seriousness of a nation’s defense policy. Since the dawn of the nuclear age, many have hoped to roll back nuclear weaponry despite the absence of any precedent for voluntary abandonment of technology with such inarguable implications for national power. Adoption of hopeful dreams is not the stuff of which a realistic national security framework is constructed.
While acknowledging the intrinsic dangers of a nuclear arms race, Brodie stated, “It seems by now abundantly clear that total nuclear disarmament is not a reasonable objective. Violation would be too easy, and the risks presented to the non-violator enormous.”21 This unrealistic goal invites skepticism about the remainder of the proposal. Despite what other nuclear powers publicly say, none seriously pursues this goal as a policy. Charles E. Costanzo’s analysis of current nuclear modernization programs and plans by the other major nuclear powers (China, Russia, Great Britain, and France) illustrates that none accept a nuclear free world as a realistic goal.22 Actions matter more than words. Furthermore, there is a credible argument that a world without nuclear weapons may be less than desirable.23 Ceding the point that nuclear weapon elimination is intrinsically good may be a mistake.

**Mutual Cooperation.** Given an exemplar United States, the GZC proposal assumes substantive support for nuclear weapons elimination will slowly coalesce from the international community. This support will presumably result in direct armament reductions as well as combined international pressure on recalcitrant powers to disarm. Theoretically, cooperation will build from an evolving “transparency global situational awareness,” “comprehensive data streams… early warning information” and finally “active missile defense cooperation.”24 This mutual cooperation by all states demands a leap of progressive faith and presumes GZ will be equally desirable by authoritarian and liberal states. Unfortunately, the GZC proposal presupposes a level of cooperation not seen to date in the international community. Short of a disastrous nuclear exchange, it is difficult to envision from whence this international consensus for nuclear weapon elimination will spring. No substantive case is evident for why the rest of the world would cooperate with a US led effort on significant reduction or elimination of nuclear weapons. In fact, the success of nuclear deterrence over the past 60+ years and the inherent
status, benefits and power that nuclear states wield, makes this normative wholesale rejection of nuclear weapons unimaginable.

New Challenges. The GZ proposal asserts that nuclear deterrence is not applicable or helpful to 21st century problems. The argument posits that the US nuclear arsenal cannot “resolve… threats posed by rogue states, failed states, proliferation, regional conflicts, terrorism, cyber warfare, organized crime, drug trafficking, conflict driven mass migration of refugees.” Indeed, the NPR agrees the US nuclear arsenal is “poorly suited to address the challenges posed by suicidal terrorists and unfriendly regimes seeking nuclear weapons.” The emergence and even primacy, however, of this litany of “new” threats does not remove the threat of future nuclear conflict. Instead of a bipolar world with nuclear clubs split between ideologies (or declared neutrals), a larger nuclear club with varied interests now exists. The nuclear phenomenon is global with eight nuclear powers and three nuclear aspirants. The most recent Presidential security direction surveys an “increasingly complex set of challenges and opportunities to which all elements [emphasis added] of U.S. national power must be applied” citing violent extremists, non-state actors, and proliferation of ballistic missiles and WMD. Regardless of other challenges, the US nuclear arsenal exists to deter attacks, eliminate potential nuclear coercion and reassure allies and partners.

Impacts of GZC Proposed US Force Structure

Minimum Deterrence. Reduction of the existing US arsenal and the move toward a “minimal deterrence” posture is an appealing portion of the GZ argument in today’s fiscally constrained environment. Minimum deterrence is the concept that an overwhelmingly destructive amount of nuclear weapons is not required to deter an aggressor’s actions. Bernard Brodie illustrated this by plotting a "deterrence effect" curve with a decreasing rate of return.
Simply put, the first nuclear weapon expected to fall on an aggressor’s cities creates a high level of deterrence. The deterrence however, increases at a decreasing rate “closely approaching horizontal with a relatively modest” nuclear arsenal size.\textsuperscript{31} Although the club of potential aggressors has grown, the concept retains theoretical validity. All nuclear actors, other than the United States and Russia, have successfully utilized a strategy of minimum deterrence.\textsuperscript{32}

It is important to note that the GZC denies that their initial force structure recommendation is a minimum deterrence force.\textsuperscript{33} Despite the proposed 80% reduction in the current US arsenal, including the elimination of ICBMs and tactical nuclear weapons, the GZC asserts the United States could hold at risk a diverse set of targets in all countries of potential nuclear opponents.\textsuperscript{34} GZC’s reductions, however, would certainly transform the US arsenal to its lowest level since the 1950s, and it is difficult to dispute that this path leads, at least eventually, to a minimum deterrence model. It is likely that the US can continue to wield a credible and capable deterrent with a numerically reduced nuclear arsenal; however, there are flaws within the GZ proposal. Specifically, the GZC justifies the significant arsenal reduction based on two arguments. First, that a current or future nuclear conflict with Russia or China is essentially “implausible,” and second, that a shrinking US arsenal will remain a capable, credible deterrent.

Despite the Cold War’s end, Russia’s nuclear arsenal remains an existential threat to the United States. Despite hopeful presumptions of benign intentions, the Russian strategic nuclear arsenal is capable of decimating the United States while its overwhelming tactical nuclear arsenal is capable of destroying US allies and partners in Europe. There is no realistic assurance of future, friendly US-Russian relations. Due to the degradation of Russian conventional capability, the Russian nuclear arsenal remains integral to its strategic position.\textsuperscript{35} In fact, the
Russians continue to modernize their nuclear arsenal and have recently conducted the largest strategic nuclear exercise in 20 years.  As one example of nuclear bellicosity, Russia’s General Makarov, in May 2012, levied a pre-emptive nuclear threat against the US BMD shield, in response to its ongoing deployment.  Nuclear conflict with Russia remains “plausible,” and unfortunately, is not the only threat.

China is now a rising, significant military power in Asia and wields immense economic and diplomatic power worldwide.  China is also aggressively modernizing its nuclear arsenal and is close to achieving its own triad of delivery systems.  It is unclear how China will utilize its power; however, US-Chinese conflict certainly remains plausible.  Specifically, several US Allies have ongoing disagreements with China that could potentially affect US critical interests and treaty obligations.  Furthermore, China’s doctrine of “Active Defense” includes an element of offense that advances pre-emptive attack based on a perception of enemy intent to strike either militarily or politically.  Andrew Scobell found a heightened sense of threat perception as well as a tendency for aggressive Chinese responses described in terms of self-defense characterize this doctrine.  Despite this apparent conflict with China’s “no first use” policy, the potential tensions with China and their doctrine of warfare demand the US hedge against a Chinese nuclear threat.

Hoping for good intentions from Russia or China is insufficient; instead, a capable, credible deterrent is critical to countering these threats and is especially so in a minimum deterrence model.  Two key assumptions of a minimum deterrent strategy affect this calculus of capability and credibility.  First, minimum deterrence theory assumes that launching a nuclear weapon at an attacker’s city or cities is a credible threat.  This leads to a second assumption that, theoretically,
only one nuclear weapon needs to survive a nuclear first strike in order to deter an enemy due to the devastating punishment it will cause to the offender’s city.

In support of the first assumption, Brodie’s deterrence graph, referenced earlier, assumes this “city busting” or countervalue calculation. Conversely, the survivability and diversity of the US nuclear triad provides the flexibility to pursue a counterforce strategy whereas minimal deterrence eventually requires countervalue targeting of population centers. Thérèse Depeche agrees: “As the number of nuclear warheads and missiles is reduced in the disarmament process, at some point, what other choice will be left than to target cities?” Given the US dedication to minimizing collateral damage in recent conflicts, a US arsenal, or strategy, of this nature lacks credibility and utility. A strategy of using or planning to use nuclear weapons against cities is not likely to be palatable with the American public and may not be an acceptable option for a US President. The resulting uncertainty of a US nuclear response targeting cities directly erodes deterrence.

The assumption that an effective deterrent requires only one nuclear weapon’s survival contains an implicit acknowledgement that targeting cities is central to a “second strike” capability. Theoretically, if an enemy pre-emptively destroys significant portions of a reduced US nuclear arsenal, then countering against enemy nuclear forces with the few remaining assets has a rapidly declining value. The likelihood of affecting the enemy calculus with counterforce targeting is unlikely at that point. Subsequently, US resolve to escalate by decimating an adversary’s cities would be dubious, while the futility of targeting adversary nuclear forces with few surviving warheads would also be apparent. Even James Forsyth, in his minimum deterrence proposal, tacitly acknowledges this by recommending retention of an (albeit smaller) US ICBM force. The US ICBM force provides a unique survivability characteristic due to its
dispersal and thus is invaluable as a disincentive against an adversary’s first strike. Conversely, the elimination of the US ICBM force reduces an adversary’s required aim-points from 555 to 5.\textsuperscript{45} This dramatically simplifies adversarial targeting calculations for pre-emptive neutralization or degradation of the US arsenal.

In this way, the significant initial reductions and subsequent further reductions of the GZC proposal both encourage a pre-emptive strike and damage US response credibility. The dismissal of “plausible” nuclear confrontation with Russia and/or China, as well as the possibility of a pre-emptive strike, exposes constructivist assumptions about nuclear use taboos and “no first use” norms that may not exist in current and future scenarios.\textsuperscript{46}

**Nuclear Proliferation and Arms Races.** The GZC proposal calls for replacement of the US nuclear deterrent with the development and employment of BMD capabilities and superior conventional military forces. The GZC argues that US superiority in these areas will fill any deterrent gaps caused by the reduction of nuclear arsenals and will allow the United States to safely lead in the nuclear disarmament process. It is true that the United States has, and likely can maintain in the near future, superiority in both BMD and conventional military capability. Unfortunately, US capabilities in both these areas actually encourage nuclear proliferation and arms buildups that are counter to goals of reduced nuclear weapons and fewer nuclear powers.

US development and deployment of BMD capabilities remains an incendiary topic with Russia and China. The deployment of these systems directly incentivizes continued upgrades and increases in their nuclear armaments. Beijing bases objections to BMD systems on the reality that these capabilities undermine and degrade the minimal deterrent force it currently deploys. This provides a direct incentive to expand and enhance their nuclear forces.\textsuperscript{47} Chinese diplomat Cheng Jingye recently criticized BMD development by warning it would "disrupt
global strategic balance" and it "should be abandoned." In an apparent direct reaction, China is developing new and more capable ICBMs and SLBMs, increasing its existing ability to deliver nuclear warheads to the United States and overwhelm BMD systems. Likewise, despite their significant nuclear arsenal, Russia has clearly opposed further development and employment of BMD capabilities. Russia’s leadership has directly linked further nuclear arms reduction talks with cessation of US BMD deployment.

The GZC also touts continued US conventional military superiority as a powerful and more credible alternative to a nuclear deterrent. US conventional military superiority is indisputable; yet conversely, that same superiority actually increases the incentives for other states to acquire nuclear weapons. Few, if any, states can aspire to match the US military except through asymmetric means. It does not require a particularly astute strategist to recognize the advantages and achievability of weapons of mass destruction in countering the US advantage in conventional smart weapons. Nuclear capabilities, comparatively, are not only dramatically cheaper but are achievable without a broad industrial military infrastructure. Indeed, US interventions in Iraq, juxtaposed with US restraint against nuclear-armed North Korea, illustrate the apparent value of just a few nuclear weapons. The GZC ignores the irreplaceable value of nuclear deterrence against aggression by adversaries possessing superior conventional capabilities. In fact, the United States used nuclear deterrence as a cheap alternative to superior Soviet conventional capabilities at the onset of the Cold War, and Russia still explicitly maintains “the right to use nuclear weapons in conventional conflicts.” Western “Right to Protect” (R2P) intervention in Libya is also proffered as a stark example of potential ramifications to states that voluntarily give up nuclear aspirations. Ironically, as the GZC touts superior conventional forces to replace the US nuclear deterrent, these capabilities actually
increase incentives for arms races with current nuclear powers and incentives for non-nuclear powers to pursue nuclear capabilities.

A final GZC proposal gap is the lack of any definitive actions to deal specifically with continued nuclear proliferation. Essentially, the GZC asserts that US disarmament steps will embolden the global community to pressure for nuclear disarmament and prevent further proliferation. This again is a constructivist vision dependent on the emergence of global norms to reverse and counter nuclear proliferation trends. In the world of realpolitik, states that aspire to be nuclear powers do so for their own security, and the US nuclear posture will have no direct impact on these calculations.

**Recommendations:**

As stipulated, the GZC proposal already shares a vector with current US nuclear policy, and credible GZ proponents are significant contenders in the today’s battle of ideas. A substantive critique of the GZC proposal must include recommendations that move the debate forward. Therefore, this paper proffers three recommendations.

**US Force Size and Structure:**

A strong yet reduced US nuclear arsenal is feasible but requires resolute prioritization on maintaining US national security above a utopian pursuit of numerical reductions. Three keys to this recommendation are multi-lateral nuclear force reductions with Russia and China, increased deterrent capability and credibility, and retained resiliency of the US nuclear arsenal.

**Multi-lateral Force Reductions.** The GZC proposal for unilateral reductions, as an act of good faith, would be counter-productive. Instead, the US must be a forceful negotiator to garner significant multi-lateral reductions in any nuclear force drawdown. Historically, the Russians have some history of abusing US good faith initiatives. As SECDEF Harold Brown stated,
“When we build, they build, when we stop, they build.” Additionally, the touted New START essentially was a unilateral US reduction as the Russians were already reducing their strategic arsenal for fiscal reasons. The treaty, therefore, was a missed opportunity to seek reductions in tactical nuclear weapon arsenals, where the Russians hold a significant numerical advantage. In future talks, US negotiators must press for real decreases in Russian and Chinese capabilities. At odds with this end, pre-announced numerical goals expose US bargaining positions and surrender the possibility of real gains.

Credibility and Capability. Reductions in the US nuclear arsenal are possible without jeopardizing national security but must focus on the retention of deterrence capability and credibility vice the pursuit of trendy numerical goals. It is critical, therefore, that the United States retain a nuclear arsenal with the capability to conduct counterforce strikes. This capability requires both a mix of high-yield and precision-guided, low-yield nuclear weapons. As discussed previously, small arsenals of high-yield nuclear weapons require strategies that involve targeting enemy cities. To an enemy considering the feasibility of limited nuclear strikes or preemptive strikes against primarily military targets, a US response against cities is not credible. An adversary could rationally conclude that, given a response option limited to massive civilian casualties, a US President would opt to stand down and de-escalate instead of ordering a nuclear response. A diverse and robust capability therefore increases the credibility of a US response and is more likely to deter nuclear escalation.

Resiliency. The resiliency of the US nuclear arsenal is inseparable from its size and structure. Forsyth asserts that resiliency provides the simple theoretical answer to how many nuclear weapons are required to achieve relative security. The difference in an arsenal’s deterrent value is simply “an arsenal that an adversary might be able to take out with a first strike
and one it knows it cannot.”56 The US triad has provided this required resiliency through the
darkest days of nuclear confrontation in the Cold War. Abandonment of the mutually supporting
and well-documented advantages of the triad, without major reductions to the nuclear arsenals of
potential adversaries, must not occur. Reductions should come from within the triad structure
and not thru elimination of triad legs. First, retention of the B-2 as the sole US nuclear-
missioned bomber would maintain required flexibility while offering numerical reductions.57
Likewise, a reduction of nuclear missile squadrons while preserving the strengths of the ICBM
force is achievable. ICBMs are a relatively cheap yet significant deterrent capable of countering
the large Russian arsenal. “In [FY11], the Air Force provided an ICBM capability… for one
percent of the overall Air Force budget.”58 Specifically, ICBMs preserve the inherent
complexity, via their dispersed deployment, for adversary targeting and pre-emptive strike
consideration. Lastly, the nuclear SSBN force is the most balanced leg of the triad in terms of
survivability when at sea, ability to penetrate enemy defenses and flexible weapons’ loads.59
Significant resourcing of its replacement needs to be a US national security priority.

**Ballistic Missile Defense:**

The United States must temper BMD deployment and avoid over-advertising BMD
capabilities or risk a strategic stability disruption and subsequent nuclear arms’ race resumption.
For multiple reasons, the pursuit, development and employment of BMD are appealing. Most
noteworthy is the allure of a real defense against a nuclear threat as a replacement to the
theoretical complexity of nuclear deterrence. BMD is, however, expensive, largely unproven
and never likely to defeat completely a large nuclear attack. It will likely always be cheaper to
apply offensive mass to exceed the capabilities of BMD. Additionally, BMD is ineffective
against asymmetrically delivered nuclear weapons and has limited effectiveness against tactically delivered nuclear weapons.\(^{60}\)

Despite US openness about BMD challenges and limitations, it is likely that adversaries, with good reason, overestimate BMD capabilities. US military technological prowess has seemed near-magical at times. US conventional arms dominance in the Gulf War and the Iraq invasion shocked potential US competitors. US claims of the limitations of US BMD system capabilities surely appear disingenuous and contrary to seemingly aggressive US BMD deployment plans. The reaction from adversaries, specifically the expansion and modernization of their offensive nuclear capabilities, is counter to US national security. The United States should not abandon BMD; however, it must focus resources on continued BMD research and development while limiting deployments that incite nuclear powers to increase their offensive nuclear capabilities.

**Nuclear Proliferation:**

The United States must develop, socialize and pursue a coherent strategy to counter nuclear proliferation. The NSS states that, “reversing the spread of nuclear weapons is a top priority.”\(^{61}\) North Korea’s successful acquisition of nuclear weapons and Iran’s relentless march toward this goal, however, prove the current failure of this strategic priority. Constructivist normative nuclear taboos will not counter security dilemmas and power balancing by states seeking nuclear weapons. In reality, there are three security choices for countering nuclear proliferation: coercion, prevention, or deterrence. Coercion, through sanctions and vague threats of force, has had little success, and future improved results are unlikely.

The dilemma between deterrence and prevention also occurred at the advent of the Cold War. Brodie cautioned, “Our rejection of the idea of ‘preventive war’ has committed us
completely and inevitably to the policy and strategy of deterrence, and it is now up to us to pay the price, to make deterrence work.” The accuracy of hindsight leads many realists to celebrate and embrace the Cold War deterrence model. Despite the powerful evidence of historical success, the ongoing expansion of the nuclear club leads to a sober analysis that the continued, unmarred success of deterrence is less likely.

Multiple obstacles temper, however, any conclusions that multilateral or unilateral military action is required to prevent additional nuclear proliferation. An enduring legacy of the Operation Iraqi Freedom may be the reluctance, in both the United States and the international community, to pursue preventive war for this cause. As such, states invested in the current international order must formally evaluate the costs and risks associated with future deterrence of rising nuclear powers and balance these against the costs and risks of preventive war. As carte blanche policies, neither deterrence nor preventive war are currently feasible, or warranted; rather, each instance will require unique consideration. In any case, strengthening both options of deterrence and prevention is required. First, deterrence must include advancing a US-led, multilateral framework advocating overwhelming consequences against any state or actor engaging in first use of nuclear weapons. In the eventuality of deterrence policy failure (i.e. nuclear detonation in a conflict), this consensus will lay the groundwork for a likely re-invigorated embrace of multi-lateral preventive force to limit the nuclear club. Secondly, prevention, when embraced, must include specific, executable threats that transcend destruction of nuclear sites to include regime change/decapitation. Rogue states currently link acquisition of nuclear weapons to regime survival. Preventive actions must change that calculus by seeking regime change instead of settling for temporary program setbacks. In this way, acquiring nuclear weapons will become a threat to a regime instead of a safeguard.
Conclusion

In the post-cold war era, debate and consideration of significant changes to US nuclear strategy and deterrent posture is ongoing and dynamic. The GZC proposal for significant US nuclear arsenal reductions, with its high-level sponsorship and verbal Presidential support, is a contender in the current policy discussion as an alternative nuclear strategy. The preceding examination of the GZ proposal’s background and theoretical roots, as well as comparison to current US Strategy and analysis of the proposal’s assumptions and ramifications, finds the overall framework potentially harmful if used as a basis for US nuclear strategy.

Although the GZC proposal shares language and a vector with published US strategy and nuclear posture, the proposal’s recommendations significantly and inadvisably exceed current US strategic initiatives. The GZ movement is rooted in constructivist theory and is reliant on the emergence of normative values in the global community that will increase international pressure on nuclear powers to reduce and eventually eliminate nuclear arsenals. The GZC assumptions about nuclear weapons elimination, mutual cooperation in the global community and the irrelevance of nuclear arsenals due to “new” global challenges are flawed and result in unrealistic conclusions. Although a reduction of the US nuclear arsenal is likely possible without damaging national security, the GZC’s specific assumptions on the implausibility of nuclear conflict with Russia or China are problematic. Additionally, the substitution of BMD capabilities and superior conventional forces for nuclear deterrence threatens to encourage additional proliferation and resumption of a nuclear arms race. Finally, in light of this analysis, this paper offers recommendations regarding US force size and structure, ballistic missile defense and countering nuclear proliferation. Those recommendations include: 1) arsenal size considerations must be driven by a resolute prioritization of US national security maintenance above a utopian pursuit of
numerical reductions 2) Ballistic Missile Defense (BMD) deployment must be tempered to prevent strategic disruptions 3) a coherent strategy to counter nuclear proliferation must be developed, socialized, and pursued.

Notes


The GZC recommended a nuclear strategy and force posture with five main features:

1) A substantially decreased stockpile of nuclear weapons and delivery vehicles on a path of reductions that lead in verifiable stages with an objective of their total elimination (“Global Zero”)

2) A de-alerted operational posture requiring 24-72 hours to generate the capacity for offensive nuclear strikes, thereby relieving the intense pressure on nuclear decision-making that currently exists

3) A more secure, consolidated and “locked down” nuclear weapons stockpile that reduces the day-to-day risks of theft or unintended use

4) A stood-up alert missile defense and conventional force capability that is prompt and global, and that can function sufficiently well for 24-72 hours that a regional adversary would be deterred or defeated during an initial period of conflict prior to the generation of nuclear offensive forces

5) A command, control, communications and early warning system that could endure and maintain coherence for a protracted time period and manage an effective transition from negative to positive control over nuclear force during the initial stage of conflict.

7. Ibid., 31, 32. **Realism**: Incongruence with Realist World View - The GZC proposal’s desire to eliminate or reduce nuclear weapons implies an understanding that war is inevitable; however, it disregards security dilemmas as well as power balancing and thus is incongruent with a Realist worldview. Although the GZC seeks a US “lead by example” approach, it does not advocate balancing or rule enforcement by a hegemon or superpower. Self-interested states would pursue, acquire and maintain nuclear weapons and would not cooperate in the proposed disarmament.

**Liberalism**: Incongruence with most Liberal tenets. The GZC proposal rejects most Liberal tenets (i.e democratic peace, free trade, liberal vs. illiberal states). There is no distinction between liberal or illiberal states in the advocated mutual cooperation framework nor does “Democracy” appear in the proposal. Furthermore, the policy does not rely on virtues of democratic peace and does not advocate spreading liberal democratic and free trade values in order to increase cooperative support for GZ. The policy does; however, appear to concur in part with the economic interdependence “globalization” school of liberal thought. This theory contends, for societies enmeshed in economic and social ties, that cooperation and lack of conflict will emerge due to the “costs” of warfare threatening everyone’s prosperity.


9. Ibid.


12. Ibid., 23.


14. US Department of Defense, *2010 Nuclear Posture Review*, (Washington, D.C.), April 2010, V and 24. The NPR’s rationale states the United States and Russia are no longer adversaries and military conflict is not likely; therefore the massive Cold War era nuclear arsenal inherited from an era of bipolar military confrontation is ill suited to “address the challenges posed by suicidal terrorists and unfriendly regimes seeking nuclear weapons.”

15. Ibid., 29.


20. NOTE: It is necessary to distinguish between the theory of minimum deterrence and commitment to nuclear weapon elimination.


25. Ibid., 2.


27. Thérèse Depeche, *Nuclear Deterrence in the Twenty First Century: Lessons from the Cold War for a New Era of Strategic Piracy*, 3. Depeche lists seven overt nuclear powers (United States, Great Britain, France, Russia, India, China, and Pakistan, one covert nuclear power (Israel), and at least three nuclear aspirants (Iran, North Korea, and Syria).


30. James Wood Forsyth, Jr., “The Common Sense of Small Nuclear Arsenals,” *Strategic Studies Quarterly* (Summer 2012): 1. “Minimum deterrence is an argument about states, security, and nuclear weapons. It makes three assumptions. First, minimum deterrence assumes that all states strive to survive; all statesmen want a state to rule. Second, it assumes that nuclear weapons produce political effects; that is, they compel statesmen to behave cautiously in the face of grave danger. This cautiousness produces restraint, which shores up international stability. Third, minimum deterrence assumes that large arsenals buy statesmen little.”
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